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ABSTRACT 
Let Yn denote the real symmetric n X n matrices and fla the real vector space of 
n X n hermitian matrices. For 1 < r g n/2, let G(r, r, n - 2r) be the inertia c!ass 
of all matrices in Yn (in Zn) with exactly r positive, r negative, and n - 2r zero 
eigenvaiues. if T is a linear transformation on Yn (on &“,) such that T maps 
G(r, r, iz - 21-i into itself, we classify T provided that n >, 5r. 
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WCTKON AND STATE OF REXJ~TS 
Let x8 be the vector space of n X n real symmetric matrices, and < the 
real vector space of n x n hermitian matrices. For nonnegative integers 
r, s, t summing to n, Iet G(r, s, t ) be the inertia class consisting of al1 
matrices in Yn (or Zn) having exactly r positive, s negative, and t zero 
eigenvalues. If X is any invertible real n X n matrix, the following linear 
transformation maps arbitrary G(r, s, t) in Yn onto itself: 
A -+ &X%X, W) 
where 6 = lifr#sandE= +lifr=s. 
If we consider real linear transformations on 2$, the following two linear 
maps on 2$ !_A&,_ ~n+lvely map arbitrary G(r, s, t) in Zn onto itself: 
A -+ EX*AX, (1.2) 
A --) &X*kX, (1.3) 
where X is again nonsingular, and where E = 1 if r f s and E = +_ 1 if 
r = s. 
We fix a particular inertia class G(r, s, t) and suppose that T is a (real) 
linear transformation on qZ (or Zn) such that T(G(r, s, t)) s G(r, s, t). We 
would like to conclude that T has the form (1.1) in the real symmetric case 
and (1.2) or (1.3) in the hermitian case. There is a so-called standucd 
conjedure, enunciated in [S], which says that this conclusion is correct 
provided that n > 2 and TS z 0. The standard conjecture has been proved in 
most cases, and we now briefly review the literature concerning this problem. 
Suppose first that T is invertible. Johnson and Pierce 191 verified the 
standard conjecture for any inertia class except the class G(r, r, 0) where r is 
even and n = 2r. Pierce and Rodman 1161 verified the standard conjecture 
for the inertia class G(r, r, 0) provided that n 2 4 and T acts on 2$. The 
corresponding result was verified by Loewy [ll] for the real symmetric case. 
We now drop the assumption that T is invertible. Johnson and Pierce [9] 
verified their conjecture for the inertia classes G(k + P, k, 0) and Gfn - 
1,1, O), for the hermitian and symmetric cases. Loewy [12] proved the 
conjecture for any nonbalanced inertia class, namely whenever r # s. 
For related work, see for example 171, and in the case of semidefinite 
ia classes (not covere e standard conjecture) see [17], [5], [6], and 
us it remains to consider the standard conjecture when th 
is balancecl, namely when r = s. Loewy and ierce [I43 verifi 
ture in both the real and the hermitian case for the nonsingular i 
G(r, r, O), provided that n 2 4. 
In this paper, we consider the standard conjecture for a sin 
inertia class G(r, r, n - 2r), n > 2r. We will show t 
large relative to r the standard conjecture is true. The case r = I, n > 2, is 
completely solved. We now state our main results. 
THI~~REM 1.1. 
T(G(l, 1, n - 2)) c 
THEOREM 1.1’. 
T(G(1, 1, n - 2)) c 
THEOREM 1.2. 
such that T(G(r, r, 
THEOREM 1.2’. 
such that T(G(r, r, 
or (1.3). 
Let n > 2, and let T be a linear map on Yn such that 
G(1, 1, n - 2). Then T has the form (1.1). 
L,et n > 2, and let T be a linear mup on & such that 
G(1, 1, n - 2). Then T has the form (1.2) or (1.3). 
Let r > 2 and let n 2 5. If T is a linear map on L!n 
n - 2r)) c G(r, r, n - 2r), then T has the form (1.1). 
Let r >, 2 and let n > 5. If T is a linear map on Zn 
n - 2r)) E G(r, r, n - 2r), then T has the form (1.2) 
REMARK 1.1. From the introduction preceding Theorems Ll-1.2’, it is 
clear that in each of the four theorems we need only verify that T is 
invertible. Thus, for convenience, we may replace T with any iteration 
consisting of congruences, transposition, negation, and T as long as T itself is 
involved in that iteration at least once. 
Before proceeding to proofs, we provide some definitions and notation. 
For the rank of A, write p(A). For p < m, n, a p-subspace of Yn 
* x “) will be a real subspace in which every nonzero matrix has 
0, a 0-subspace consists only of the zero matrix. Observe that 
if L is a p-subspace of Yn or En of dimension 2 2, then p must be even 
and every nonzero matrix in L belongs to G( p/2, p/2, n - p). 
If A is any m X n matrix and a and p a 
(I , . . . , m) and (1, . *. , n) respectively, let A[ cv 1 P 
of size lcrl X l/31 consisting of rows in Q! inters 
a! = P, we just write A[ cx], a principal submatrix. 
If A is m X n, then Ati, is the ith row of A, ax 
f L is a vector 
s consisting of 
of jth columns of me 
A linear tr~sfo~ation 
implies ~~~( A)) = t. 
ace V of the n2 X 12 matrices is said 
of rank k is mapped by T to a 
is a ~~~~-2 ~~e~e~e~ if p(A) = 2 
a member of s;“n (or ZB) and x is a nonzero column such 
= 0, we call x an isotropic vector. If L is a subspace n (or 
“) and every nonzero vector in L is isotropic, we call L an isotq3ic 
subspace for A. If L is a real subspace of vector in L is 
isotropic, we call L a real isotropic subspa ‘. On occasion 
(see, e.g., ~e~ni~on 2.1) we encounter an isotropic subspace which is 
co on to a set of matrices. 
or any Cm, B), let Eij be the m X n matrix with II in position (i, j) and 0 
elsewhere. 
In this section we state the results which are needed in the proofs of our 
main theorems. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let L be a k-subspace of Yn @Q. We say that L is 
decomposable if and only if there exists an invertible matrix S E RnX a 
(E CnXn) such that for any A E L 
(2 1) . 
where A, is 
~me~sion n 
n other words, L has a common isotropic s&space of 
call that ?c = 24 
roof of the next two lemmas is similar to the proof of 
leteness, we give a proof in the herm 
Proof. We may assume wi 
the form of the right-hand side 
loss of generality that every 
.l). We show B[r + I 
for every B E L. Suppose there is a B E L such th 
i,j E (r + l,..., n). B, = B[r + 1,. . . , n], so B, 
exists a nonsingular P (n - r)X (II - r) St& that P*B, 
where A,_ r # 0. Let S = I, @ P and let t = S*LS, 
that any matrix in _ii has the form of the right-hand 
the subspace of L, consisting of all matrices whose la 
Since dim ii 
Let fi 
= dim L, > 2r + 1, there exists an A E i, such that A # 0. 
= S*BS. It is clear now that for E > 0 sufficiently small, p( A + E - 
> k + I, a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
DEFINITION 2.2. 
(a) Suppose that L is a p-subspace of 
G if there exists an s, 0 < s < p, such that 
mX n. We say that L has property 
dim{ A,,, : A E L} = s 
and for every A E L, the last n - s entries of A,,, are 0. 
(b) Suppose that L is a subspace of mX n, when considered as a re 
vector space. Suppose also that L is a p-subspace. We say that L has 
prqerty G if there exists an s, 0 < s < p, such that 
dimSpan(A(,,: A EL) =S 
and for every A E L the last n - s entries of A,,, are 0 (so in the complex 
case property G means that the set of the last rows of matrices in L contains 
5 linearly independent vectors, over , and the support in the last row is 
concentrated in the first s entries). 
Tcrnrn~ 00 u1-rlvamln add. 
property G. Let 
Then, for any A 
e proofs are essentially 
133 it is generally assumed that 
ut this assumption is not needed 
dim E < max(m,n). 
The next lemma is the analogue of Lemma 2.3 for the complex case. We 
are indebted to R. Meshulam for supplying the proof. 
LEMMA 2.3’. Let L be a p-subspace of Cm’ fl (when considered as a real 
vector space). Then 
dim L < 2max(;we,n). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume m < n, so we have to show 
that &m L < 2n. For every A E PXn, write A = A, + iA,, _where A, and 
A, are real. Then define the following real 2m X 2 n matrix A: 
-A, 
4 1 . 
It is clear that the map from 
and l-l. Thus if we defiue 
! defined by A * _K is -linear 
i=(k:A=L}, 
then dim f, = dim L. We show that is a 2p-subspace of 
To verify this pose that A E 111 x 11 and p(A) = p. 
suppose that z E r A. Write z = x + iy, where x, y E 
(A, + iA,)( x + iy) = 0, 
an ence A, x - 2~ +A,y,andt 
L 
onvessely, suppose tha 
iy) = he mapping from 
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n and (2.3) is satisfied. 
-linear, is M_, EW! maps 
- p, the dimens ce p(A) = 2n - 
Zp. The results follows now by the equality dim t = dim 
and Lemma 2.3. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let L be a k-subspace of Yn, and suppose that 
A, = (2.4) 
Let B E L. Then the following hold: 
(i) B[Zr + 1, . . . , n] = 0. 
(b 
(ii) Let j E (Zr + 1,. . . , n). Let xt = (b,jT . . . , brj) and yt = 
r+ I, i’ ’ * l 7 b,, $ Then (x, y , ) = Q, where (x, y) denotes the standard inner 
prod& in i!% ^. d 
Proof. (i): This is we!l ~WWI 
(ii): This is also known, but we 
Let A(E) = A, + EB, where E E 
4-v rl 
cr>.__ c;lsy to prove. 
give a proof for the sake of completeness. 
. Partition B conformally with 
Let d(E) = det A(E 
d(p) = 8 for all E E 
.,Zr,j]. Since L s a k-subspace, we must 
ence, for all E E 
68 
ows easily now t 
and hence 9 y is completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.4’. Let L be a k-subspace ofX*. Let A,, B, j, x, and y be as 
in Lemma 2.4. Then the following hold: 
(i) B[2r + 1, . e . , n] = 0. 
(ii) Pi&, y ) = 0, ~&erg ( x, y) dmn~ the standard inner product in 
Q’ _ 
Proof. 2% is analogous to the proof of Lemma 2.4. 
REMARK 2.1. Let L be a k-subspace of Yn (Zn), and suppose that 
A, E L, where A, is as in (2.4). Let j E (2r + 1, *. . , n) and let M(j) = 
Kb ljy . . . , b,, j)t : B E L). (Note that 
from Lemma’2.4 (Lemma 2.4’) that 
j) is really L(j) truncated.) It 
j) is an isotropic subspace of 
real isotropic subspace of 2r) corresponding to the matrix A&, . . . ,2r]. 
It is clear that in the case of =FT we must have dim M(j) < r. We show 
now that in the case of En we must have dim M(j) sg 2r. (Here, of course, 
(j) is a real subspace of 
in (2.4). We have x*& = 0 for all MU’. 
= x + iy, where x, y E ‘. We 
x”D2 = (x’ - iyt D(x+iy) =d + ywy = [xt y'](mIm) ; . [ I 
(2-S) 
he map from 2r to 4r defined by 
<j> 
HEOHEM 2.B [13-j. Sulppose 0 < p c n. Let T : Pa -+ 9@ 
ing linear operator, and su e that there exists a B E 
> p. Then there is an S E ’ and E = 
THEOREM 2.1’ [4]. Suppcss~ 0 < p < n. Let T :XB + Xn be a rant-~ 
nonincreasing linear operator, and su e that there exists a 
that p(B) 3> p. Then there is an S E n and E = 
T(A) = &A%* forays A Eg. 
REMARK 2.2. In Theorems 2.I and 2.1’, if T also preserves some 
nonzero inertia class, then S must be nonsingular. 
III. MAIN RESULTS AND PRUOFS 
Proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.1’. The proofs of these two theorems are 
similar; thus we prove only Theorem 1.P.‘. 
The assumption implies that T(E,, + E,,) and T(E,, + E,,) are linearly 
independent. Hence p(T) >, 2. It is also clear that for any A E K7 such that 
p(A) = 1, T(A) is in the closure of G&l, n - 2). ce ~(T~A)) G 2. 
claim that p(T(A)) = 1. Suppose there is an A 
and p(T( A)) = 2. Clearly A is congruent to $, E,,, so by 
assume that A = E,,. Let 
that T(C) = E, 1. We must 
This contradicts the assumption 
= I implies p(T(A)) < 1. We claim equality must hold. 
1 and T(A) = 0. Clearly there exists B E xn such 
B E G(1, 1, n - 2). Then T( A + B) = T(B), and 
hence T(B) E G(1, 1, n - 21, a contradiction. 
We conclude that T is a rank-l preserver. Since p(T) > 1, T must 
invertible by [lo]. The result then follows from [7] or [8]. 
Our next two results actually form the core of the proofs of Theorems 1.2 
and 1.2’. 
THEOREM 3.1. k-t r > 2. Let II, b e a k-subspace of Yn, and suppose 
Aat dim L 3 3r =I= 1. Then L is decomposable. 
Proof. Because our problem is invariant within congruence, we may 
assume that the matrix A, of (2.4) is in L. Partition every B E L conformally 
with A, as in the proof of Lemma 2.4. The (3,3) block of B must be zero as 
in Lemma 2.4. 
Observe first that we cannot have B, = B, = 0 for all B E L. If this were 
the case, dim L < k = 2r, by Lemma 2.3, a contradiction. For each j = 2r 
+1 ,.‘.7 n, let sj be the dimension of L(j). Clearly, sj < 2 r, because the last 
n - 2r coordinates in the jth column are zero. Let y be the subspace of 
2r obtained by deleting the last tz - k (zero) coordinates of the vectors of 
L(j). Then dim Vj is also sj. ut by Remark 2.1, Vj is actually an isotropic 
subspace of the quadratic form represented by the nonsingular matrix 
A,[1 ,..., k].Thussj<r. 
It is clear that for any sequence of elementary column operations (and 
corresponding row operations) on the matrices of L that preserve A,, we can 
reduce an n x n matrix X such that X ‘A0 X = A, and the map B + X tBX 
st= effect of producing this sequence of elementary column and row 
operations. bspaces V&+1,..., V,’ will in general be different 
from V2r+ 1 correspondingly, the new dimensions SH r+ 1, . . . , sk 
will differ from s~~+~, . . e, 23,. We therefore assume that the basis in which 
we represent L is chosen so that s ,._,n, and also 
s, > s:, i = 2r -I- 1, . . . , n, for any of by a congruence 
nience, we put s = s,. 
tes of L(‘“) are still 0, let Vn 
he first s standard 
&- x 2r matrix S such that SV, = Span(e,, . . . , e,9) and SA,[L,. a o e 2r]S’ = 
A$ , . . . ,2r]. apply the congruence 
L + (S @ I,+)L(S’ 63 I,_,,) = e. 
Then A,, is left invariant and the last columns of L consis exactly of all 
n-tuples with the last n - s coordinates 0. We therefore take E to have this 
form. For t = I, . . . . s, select a matrix A, E L such that the last row 
(A& = b,)‘. 
r\jow define L, to be the subspace of L consisting of all matrices in L 
with last row and column 0. Obviously dim L, = dim L - s >, dim L - r. 
We next assert that for any A E L,, 
A[2r + 1, . . ., nls + 1, . . . . 2r] = 0. 
Suppose this were not the case. Choose A E L, with aij # 0, i E (2r + 
1 9*--Y n}, j E (s + 1,. . . , 2r). Pick an invertible n x n matrix S such that 
StA,S = $, and the last row of S’LS is EL~i) + L,,,. 
Let A = StAS, and At = S’A, S, t = 1, . . . , s. If E is small, the last row 
of A is small in norm because ( L1)(,) = 0. Moreover, the jth coordinate of 
A(,, is not zero. Now the last rows of A,, . . . , A, are close to the first s 
standard vectors. Thus StLS has s + 1 linearly independent last rows, 
contradicting the maximality of s. Therefore, every matrix A E L, has the 
form 
1 S ] r-s 
I r 
We next use Lemma 2.2 to conclude that 
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e rmw determine another congruence 
that the zero positions in L and L, are undisturbed and 
erty that each of the first g standard vectors e,, . . . , e,: 
- l)st column of some matrix in XtEIX. Here, 
g < s and g is chosen maximal in the same fashion as s. Moreover, note that 
inthe(n - l)st column, the support is strictly in the first g components. We 
thus assume that L iind L, were chosen so that X = In. Notice that the 
subspace W also has the property that e,, . . . , eg appear as penultimate 
columns in matrices of W. Next, define 
L, = { A E L,: A(“+) = Q]. 
Clearly dim L2 = dim El - g and every matrix in L, has the form 
*I--+ 
0 
0 0 
I 
L 
(3 1) . 
bserve that by Lemma 2.2 (A[g + 1,. . . , nil, . . . , n]: A E L2) is a 
(k - g)-subspace. Observe also that the construction of L, is such that 
l~mma 2.2 applies to the space W, namely, if we define Y to be the space of 
all matrices in W with second to last column zero, then deletion of the first g 
rows of a nonzero matrix in Y reduces the rank by exactly g. Therefore, let 
A E E, be nonzero. Delete the first s columns, producing a matrix R in Y of 
rank K- - s. Then delete the first g rows of B, producing a matrix in 
(n-g)x(n-s) of ran 
Suppose g < r. et L, be the range of the linear map 
IA CUSSES 73 
restricted to L,. Since g < r, this map is l-1, because any ma 
kernel would have rank < g + s. Thus 
On the other 
the last n - 
': ~~,i~~ih 2*3, 
quently dim L < 2r + s < 3r, a contradiction. It follows that g = s = r. 
dim L, =dimL,=dimL-s-g. 
hand, L, is clearly a (k - s - g)-subspace a 2.2. Now 
2r rows and columns of every matrix in L, are 0; hence, by 
dim L, < 2r - g. Thus dim L - s - g < 2r - g and conse- 
It is still true that L, is a (k - s - g)-subspace, but since g = s = r, we 
have L, = 0. Hence L, is decomposable. Since dim L, = dim L - 2r >, 
(3r + 1) - 2r = r + 1, we have from Lemma 2.1 that L itself is decompos- 
able. 
THEOREM 3.1’. L,et r > 2, and let L be a k-subspuce of A$ such that 
dim L >, 6r + 1. Then L is decomposable. 
Proof. The first part of the proof is similar to the corresponding part in 
Theorem 3.1. So we assume A, [see (2.4)] is in L. Define and partition 
B E L as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. We have by Lemma 2.4’ that 
B[2r + 1,. . . , n] = 0. We cannot have B, = 0 and B, = 0 for all B E L, or 
else we would conclude by Lemma 2.3’ that dim L < 4r, a contradiction. 
For j = 2r + 1,. . . , n we define sj in a similar way to the previous 
theorem, except that here sj denotes the maximum number of complex 
linearly independent vectors in the jth column. Thus sj is the dimension of 
the complex subspace of ’ spanned by the set of jth columns of matrices in 
L, namely L (j! We assume that s, is maximal in the same senslu as in the 
previous theorem (so we assume that s, 3 sj for j = 2r + 1, . . . , n - 1 and 
s, cannot be increased by I:berforming elementary column operations and 
corresponding row operations on the ma s of L, preserving A,). Put 
S = s,. Eet L,,, denote the real subspace ’ consisting of the last rows of 
all the matrices in L. Note that dim L,,, < 2r by emark 2. I, so clearly 
s < 2r. 
Now we perform suitable elementary column operations (an 
sponding elementary 
rows) of the matrices 
for some sue 
rming a congruence on 
74 
eorem 3.1, we 
zri- 1,...,nls-i- .a ,...) n] =0 
for all A E L,. hus everv matrix A in L, has the form 
: 
1 0 
d 
* 
 0 a.0 , 
0 
0 
S 
1 b-S n-3 
-2rs s - 
Also,p(A[l,..., n]s+l,..., n])=k-sif A#O,byLemma2.2’. 
Let p = 2r - s. Note that p > 0, for if p = 0 then s = 2r and for any 
A E Lr, aij = 0 if i > 2r + 1 or j 2 2r + 1. Hence, p(A[l,. . . ,2r]) = 2r 
for any nonzero A E L,. It follows from Lemma 2.3’ that dim L, < 4r, so 
dim L < Sr, a contradiction. 
We claim that p 3 r. Suppose that this is not the case and p < r. For 
j = 2r -I- 1,. . . , n define gj to be the maximum number of complex linearly 
independent vectors (over ) in the jth columns of matrices in L,. Note that 
gTl may assume that g, _ I is maximal in the same sense that s = s, 
was maximal in the st part of the proof. For convenience we write 
g = grP+ g < s. Let L![- ‘1 be the real subspace of 
consisting of the (n - 1)st columns of matrices in L,. As in the case of L,,,, 
we have dim L,_ &- ‘) < 2r. We now perfo rm suitable elementary row opera- 
tions (and the corresponding column operations) on the set of first s rows (s 
columns) of the matrices in L, to obtain a basis of L’;- ‘) whose members 
are e,, . . . , e6, ie,, . . . ) ie,forsomeO~u<gsuchthatg+v=dimL(;-l~ 
< 2r. 
ave g > 0, or else a contradiction is obtained exactly 
now have two cases. 
+ 1 9*.*7 n] = 0 for all 
for aII A E L,. Since p( A) = kc for 
forah AE L,, A # Q. Thus, the set (A[p + l,..., s]: 
2 p)-subspace o and since r > p, its dimension is ex 
Also, since this consists only of nonsi 
zero matrix), its dimension is bounded by the 
Z 2r_2p (cf. [I]), and therefore it is at most 2r - 2p 
- 2p + 1, a contradiction. 
Case (b). It remains to consider the case Q < g < p. 
the previous case, and we clearly have dim Lc > dim L, - 
maximality property of g we must have for any A e L, 
aij = 0, i E (g + l,..., s), j E (2r + l,...,n). 
In this case we can apply Lemma 2.2’ and conclude that for any nonzero 
AEL2, 
p(A[g+ l,..., nls+ l,...,n 
Hence, for any nonzero A E L,, 
p( A[g + l,..., 2rls + 1,...,2r 
Therefore, the set {A[g + 1,. . . ,2rls + 1,. . . , Br]: A E L2} is a real (p - 
g)_s&space of Since p > g, its dimension is equal to dim L,, 
and by Lemma 2.2’ it is bounded by 2max(2r - g,2r - s) = 2max(Zr - 
g, pl = 4r - 2g. ence dim L < 2r + 2g + 4r - 2g = 6r, a contra 
tion. 
Thus, our assumption t 
have p > r, implying s < r 
of the proof of The.orem 3 
that each matrix in L, 
T6 RAPHAEL LOEWY AND STEP 
Aim that g = r. ose that g < r. It follows from (3.1) 
tha Set 
(A[g i- l,..., 2rls + l,..., 2r]: A E L2) 
is a real (k - s - g)-subspace of (2r-g)X(2r-s). Since k - s - g = 2r - s 
-g>r- s > 0, its dimension is equal to dim L,. It follows from Lemma 
2.2’ that dim L, < 2max(2r - g,2r - s) = 4r - 2g. Hence, dim L < 2r 
-!- 2g + 4r - 2g = 6r, a contradiction. 
It follows that g = r, so g = s = r. Hence, A[r + 1, . . . , n] = 0 for all 
A E L,, and L, is a decomposable space. Since dim L, 2 6r + 1 - 4r = 
2 r + 1, we have that L is also decomposable by Lemma 2.1’. 
Pronf7 qf Theorem 12 and 1.2’. We will verify Theorem 1.2. The proof 
of Theorem 1.2’ is similar. Referring to Theorem 2.i and Remark 2.2, we 
may assume that for all positive p < k, T is not rank ;p nonincreasing. It 
follows from [14] that we may also assume some matrix A in Yn of rank 1 is 
mapped to a matrix B of rank k. Every rank-l matrix is in the closure of 
G( r7 r, n - Zr), and thus B is in G( r, r, n - 29). Modifying T by congru- 
ence and negation if necessary, we take A = E,,. Let W be the subsnace of 
cF7, consisting of all matrices of the form 
where X is the r X (n 
a r+ 1 
0 
. 
. 
i 
a r+2 
a r+ 1 
. 
0 
r) matrix 
. . . 
an-r+l 0 
.e. 0 
. . . 
an-r an-r+1 “’ 0 
. . . . . . . . . 
. . . a . . . rf 1 a r+l: a n-r+1 
and the ai are * ,-a1 variables. Clearly W is a k-subspace of dimension 
n- 2r + 1. Le’ L be a k-subspace of maximum possible dimension in 9’. 
Since dim L > * - 2r -I- 1 > 5r - 2 r + II = 3r -I- 1; L is decomposable, 
t is also obvious 
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